Leone SPA decided to compile this document considering the numerous demands received in the past years, about dental implants’ and devices for fixed orthodontic appliances’ possible negative effects on patient or images during the exams of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT), including in this last category the Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT). The literature review and the experts’ advice allow us to state that, for what concerns the investigation technique involving ionizing radiations (TC and CBCT), both the metallic orthodontic devices and the metallic dental implants do not induce adverse effects on the patient and the chance of artifacts is nowadays reduced by regulating the parameter’s settings during the image acquisition and thanks to the post processing software. As regards the MRI, a distinction should be made between the dental implants and the orthodontic device. The firsts, hardly, cause pulling or heating sensation for the patient and the eventual artifacts are usually attributable to the implant-prosthetic device’s presence. The metallic fixed orthodontic devices, instead, that can or might acquire magnetic properties, might be dangerous for the patient or can create artifacts on images.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), or Magnetic Resonance Tomography (MRT), is a image generation technique, used primarily for diagnostic purposes in the medical field, and based on the physical principle of nuclear magnetic resonance. It is a representation of an anatomical district, derived from the interaction between the atoms with a constant magnetic field and a rotating magnetic field orthogonal to the first. The atoms’ magnetic moment tends to align with the constant magnetic field and to rotate for the rotating magnetic field. The frequency of the rotating magnetic field is chosen in order to create a resonance condition. Once the rotating magnetic field is removed, the atoms return to their initial equilibrium state. The longitudinal and transversal variation of atoms’ magnetic moment is recorded by the receiver coil and used to develop the image (In Figure 1, apparatus for MRI).

The MRI is not generally dangerous for the patient, except for the cases in which the magnetic field interacts with metallic materials present in the patient’s body.

Instead, the patient is exposed to ionizing radiation (X-Rays) when undergoes to a Computed Tomography (CT). The CT result is the representation of the attenuation coefficient of the X-Rays in the anatomical district. It is known also as Computed Axial Tomography (CAT), but the axial attribution is not appropriate, it is more correct to define it Spiral CT, or helical CT. The Spiral CT allows to record data referred to an entire volume in one step, thanks to the combination of the slip ring technology and the smooth movement of the patient’s bed through the gantry. Further application of the Computed Tomography is the Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT), also referred to as C-arm CT, cone beam volume CT, or flat panel CT. It is a medical imaging technique based on radiology imaging technology that uses an X-ray source that makes one complete rotation of 360° degrees around the object to be examined, emitting a conical- or pyramid-shaped beam (cone beam). The advantage of this technique is that the total radiation doses used are generally lower than other CT exams. CBCT has become increasingly important in treatment planning and diagnosis in implant dentistry.
The inconvenience of these techniques is the use of ionizing radiations, hazardous for the patient. **For what concerns the medical imaging techniques based on the ionizing radiation (Computed Tomography, Cone Beam Computed Tomography), all the orthodontic and implantology devices do not show side effects on the patient and the eventual artifacts are usually attributable to the device presence** (Figure 2).

![Figure 1: CBCT image, example of artifacts generated by the metal brackets. In particular, the lighter lines in a radial pattern around the metallic devices, are due to the phenomenon of scattering of X-rays.](image)

**While, the effect of the orthodontic and implantology devices should be carefully monitored during MRI.**

The Leone devices that can affect the MRI could be grouped into two categories:

1. Devices for implantology: dental implant, mono-implant for overdenture, healing caps, cover cap (polymer and medical grade barium), abutments and other prosthetic components.
2. Fixed orthodontic devices: metal brackets, bands, tubes, wires, archwires and springs, ligatures and preformed ties, expansion screws, silver solders, implants for orthodontic anchorage, radio-opaque medical grade barium and polyurethane separators.

The implantology devices, reported at point 1, are made of non-magnetic Grade 5 Titanium, which chemical composition is in accordance with ISO 5832-3. The polymeric cover cap presents 40% of barium sulfate which is a diamagnetic material\(^1\). Some peculiar prosthetic components are made of gold non-magnetic alloy. Normally, these articles do not produce side effects on the MRI. However, according to the type of machine, the magnetic field magnitude, the anatomical district investigated, the induced magnetism due to standard practices in dental clinic (use of other metallic tools and devices for the application or the presence of other metallic device in the mouth), some artifacts may be generated on MRI scans. Generally, these artifacts do not lead to clinical misinterpretation of the images, since are usually attributable to the implant’s presence; and do not cause pulling or heating sensation for the patient.

The orthodontic devices, reported at point 2, are made up of non-magnetic stainless steels type AISI 316, AISI 301, AISI 302, AISI 303, AISI 304, while some orthodontic brackets are made up of semi-austenitic steel type AISI 630 with intrinsic ferromagnetic features. Springs, wires and archwires can be realized also in non magnetic noble alloy of Nickel-Titanium, Chromium-Cobalt or Titanium-Molybdenum. Radio-opaque

\(^1\) Diamagnetic materials create an induced magnetic field in a direction opposite to an externally applied magnetic field, and are repelled by the applied magnetic field. Therefore, the barium sulphate it is a characteristic contrast agent in the CT exam, while it is not commonly used as a contrast medium in the examination of MRI even if it is rarely used to enhance the performance of the exam in the gastrointestinal tract.
Separators in modules have a content of around 10% of diamagnetic medical grade barium. Consequently, it is necessary to know the exact identification of the articles in the patient’s mouth (through Leone identification code and lot number) in order to define the initial magnetic features. However, the austenitic stainless steel shows a not stable non magnetic phase that turns into a martensitic magnetic phase if plastically deformed, e.g. bending. The stainless steel seems to inevitably turn in a ferromagnetic state also after welding process. Besides, all the metallic alloy and parts with initial non-magnetic features may undergo a partial induced magnetism, which may be caused by the application, the assembling and the joint use with accessories and instruments, used during the shaping of the custom-made orthodontic appliance, or the presence of other metal parts in the mouth of the patient (Figure 3).

Since Leone orthodontic articles are always used to manufacture custom-made orthodontic appliances by skilled personnel through not controlled manufacturing process using sometimes also products from different manufacturers, it is impossible to foresee all the cases.

Please notice that Leone orthodontic articles and fixed custom-made orthodontic appliances (assembled with those devices) have not been evaluated for safety and compatibility in the MRI environment. They have not been tested for heating, migration, or image artefact in the MRI environment. The safety of the orthodontic articles and fixed custom-made appliances in the MRI environment is unknown. Scanning a patient who has these devices may result in patient injury or create artifacts on images.

In conclusion, we suggest to the patient to report in advance to the health personnel responsible for MRI (Magnetic Resonance Image) the presence in the mouth of any type of device and dental material, based on the information received from the dental care provider, who will also take into account the considerations outlined in this document.

Figure 2: Distortion caused by stainless steel brackets detected by the 2 MRI sequences:
- 1, plastic trays, sagittal T1-weighted image;
- 2, stainless steel brackets, sagittal T1-weighted image;
- 3, plastic trays, axial GRE;
- 4, stainless steel brackets, axial GRE. [Elison, 2009]
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